C W Kirk lawnmowers
mower buying guide
Price
Push mowers start from £130
Self propelled start from £180

Grass handling
Mulching - the lawn reuses the nutrients
from the clippings, cutting should be done
little and often. The blade cuts the
clippings small so they drop far down into
the grass.

Brand
Brands with parts that are readily
available, easy to deal with in regards to
warranty well established; we will only deal
with brands like this.
Warranty
Can be up to 7 year warranty. Try and find
a machine with a long warranty for peace
of mind.

Rear discharge - throws the grass out the
back
Collection - the grass is collected in the
box for disposal.

Deck material

Aluminum less likely to corrode than steel
will last longer, can be heavier in
construction than steel but tend to be more
commercial.
Side discharge - the grass is thrown
through the opening in the side of the
mower.

Plastic lightweight and doesn't corrode

Steel has to be looked after in order not to
corrode, some chassis are galvanized
prior to painting so they last longer i.e
some Atco, and Mountfield mowers.

Area to cut
A larger area will need a bigger width of
cut, if it has a lot of obstacles consider a
smaller machine as it is more
maneuverable.

Honda - easy to get parts, good warranty
back up, long history of manufacturing
engines, a well proven commercial engine
supplier.

Cylinder mowers - can be electric,
battery, petrol or push type. These
mowers are perfect for where the lawn is
flat and the grass is short and fine. They
also stripe the lawn.

A large area say over 0.5 acre will be
quicker and easier to cut with a ride on a
mower.

Engine brand
Briggs & Stratton - easy to get parts, good
warranty back up, long history of
manufacturing engines, parts still available
for engines from the 1970’s.

Own branded engines - parts and warranty
are provided by the mower manufacturer
which keeps things simple and can mean
a better service.

Rotary mowers - will cope with most
types of lawn, and can be electric, battery
or petrol powered.

Rear roller - leaves nice stripes on the
lawn for a formal traditional finish, it can
also aid trimming over edges and is quite
stable on undulating ground.

Lawn type
Fine lawn requires a cylinder mower.
Average lawn requires a rotary type, and
rough areas will need a more commercial
type mower.
Engine size in cc
The larger the CC the more powerful the
engine. Useful for long grass or getting the
job done quickly. The more cc the less
work the engine will be doing.
Blade brake clutch (BBC) - the blade is
only engaged when the level is operated,
this means that you can move the
machine across gravel, up ramps into
vehicles under its own power without the
blade turning, you can also empty the
grass box without having to stop the
engine.

Electric start - key or push button starts
the engine without the need to pull.
Tow hitch - available as an option or as
standard with some garden tractors, this
means small trailers and other useful
attachments (Scarifiers, sweepers,
sprayers, spreaders) can be pulled behind
the garden tractor.

Variable speed drive - this will speed up
or slow down the forward speed on a walk
behind useful if you have long grass and
need to go slower, a complicated lawn
with obstacles, or cannot walk so quick. If
you have a large open area of short grass
you can change the speed to go faster and
get the job done quicker.

Wash connector aka washlink or
easy-wash - this is where you connect a
hose to the mower and turn on the water,
then start your mower, so that the blade
rotates and the water splashes around
cleaning underneath the deck.

Width of cut
Wider widths of cut get the job done
quicker, it normally means a larger grass
bag is another benefit of a larger width of
cut, normally the bag size increases with
the width of cut.
Height of cut & positions
For very short close cutting a cylinder
mower will do the job, cutting down to just
over 1mm, although they don’t cut as high
and need more frequent cutting. You
should only take 1/3rd of the length off of a
blade of grass.
Some zero turn ride ons can cut over 4” or
110mm.
Rotary mowers tend to cut over 17mm and
up to 90mm. If you want to cut below
25mm be careful which mower you select.
Leaving the grass a bit longer can mean it
is more drought tolerant and can be better
for wildlife.

Grass box size
The larger the box the more grass it hold
the less frequently it needs emptying but a
large box full of grass can be heavy

Commercial use
Needs to be of a commercial grade, with
commercial warranty.

Ride on type
Hydrostatic (no gears) they have a
forward and reverse pedal so don’t have a
clutch or gears to worry about making it
quicker to maneuver and simpler to
operate.

Manual (Gears and clutch) - these
normally have several forward gears, a
reverse and a clutch pedal, however they
don’t stall like a car and usually the clutch
pedal is also the brake pedal.

Allowing for the cost of an annual service
is a good idea to keep it in good working
order and ensure your lawn's health by
keeping it sharp.

Zero turn ride on mowers are very
maneuverable, quick at getting the job
done and are normally smaller in overall
size than a tractor without compromising
on deck width or engine power, they tend
to be more commercial. They don't often
come with a collector or though some
manufactures do have grass handling
system options. Turns on the spot. The
speed at which it travels is normally
quicker than a garden tractor.

Cost and maintenance
A ride on a mower will cost more to buy
and service.
A cylinder mower will cost more to service
than a rotary machine due to the
complexity of sharpening it.

Storage
Always keep your mower dry and secure.
A garden shed or garage is good.
Leaving it outside will cause items to
prematurely corrode and moisture can get
into the important working parts of the
mower causing repair bills.

